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Discover the future of the cannabis industry with the Cannfinity Token, a groundbreaking crypto 
asset on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) using the BEP-20 standard. This innovative token has 
been designed to serve as the backbone of the Cannabiscountry ecosystem, appealing to both 

investors and metaverse enthusiasts.



Why should you choose the Cannfinity Token?
Our solid platform offers a wide range of use cases, such as:

Shopping on the Cannabiscountry platform with over 750 CBD and hemp products
Integration into the Metaverse for acquiring virtual land and properties
Access to exclusive cannabis and crypto events and trade fairs
NFT trading on www.420.work centered around the cannabis industry
Participating in the exciting Cannaadventure game with 1 billion tokens up for grabs
Enjoying discounts at partner stores within the Cannabiscountry ecosystem
Attractive returns through our staking program with up to 12% rewards
Networking and skill expansion at exclusive events for token holders

The Cannfinity Token is not only about revolutionizing 
the cannabis industry but also about bringing the 
worlds of finance, metaverse, and crypto together in 
an unprecedented way. Listed on PancakeSwap, one 
of the leading decentralized exchanges on the BSC, 
acquiring, trading, and staking the Cannfinity Token is 
easier than ever.

Don't miss your chance to be part of the future. 
Experience the growth and success of the 
cannabis industry and metaverse with the 
Cannfinity Token – your gateway to a visionary 
and successful adventure. Join us today and 
benefit from this unique opportunity.



The Cannfinity Token is a crypto-token based on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) using the BEP-20 standard. It was 
developed to play a central role in the Cannabiscountry ecosystem and support users in various areas. The following 

detailed overview shows the possible uses and underlying figures of the Cannfinity Token.
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Uses of the Cannfinity Token in the
Cannabiscountry Ecosystem:

Purchases on The Platform: The token can be used to 
purchase items and services on the Cannabiscountry 
platform, such as shopping in our Metaverse Shop offering 
over 750 CBD and hemp products or buying virtual goods 
or tickets for our events.

Metaverse Integration: Within the Cannabiscountry 
Metaverse, users can use the token to acquire virtual land, 
buildings, or decorations to help them expand their virtual 
presence and improve their online experiences.

Events and Trade Fairs: Cannfinity Tokens can be used for 
entry to our events or trade fairs focusing on the cannabis 
industry and the crypto ecosystem. Participants can also 
use the token to book virtual or offline booths and 
presentations.

Trading of NFTs: On the platform www.420.work, users can 
trade NFTs (Non-fungible Tokens) related to the cannabis 
industry. The Cannfinity Token is used as a means of 
payment for such transactions.

Cannaadventure Game: Players can win Cannfinity 
Tokens in the Cannaadventure game by achieving certain 
milestones or participating in special in-game events. In 
total, 1 billion Cannfinity Tokens will be distributed in the 
game over the next few years.



Uses of the Cannfinity Token in the
Cannabiscountry Ecosystem:

Partner Shop Discounts: Cannfinity Token holders can 
benefit from discounts in partner shops belonging to the 
Cannabiscountry ecosystem.

Inflation Control: The staking pools are secured by controlled 
inflation mechanisms to ensure a stable value development 
of the Cannfinity Token.

Interactions Within The Community: The Cannfinity Token 
can be used to give other users tips or rewards for helpful 
contributions and activities within the Cannabiscountry 
community.

Participation in Exclusive Events: Token holders can use 
their Cannfinity Tokens to gain access to exclusive events 
and meetings within the Cannabiscountry ecosystem. These 
can take place both online and offline, offering networking 
opportunities and learning new skills.

The Cannfinity Token is an important part of the Cannabiscountry ecosystem and allows users to interact and participate in various areas. 
Through integration into the Metaverse, events, trade fairs, NFT trading, and the Cannaadventure game, the Cannfinity Token offers investors and 
users the opportunity to participate in the growth and success of the exciting cannabis industry. With the attractive staking program and the 

diverse use cases, the Cannfinity Token is a forward-looking project that connects the financial world and the cannabis industry.

The Cannfinity Token is listed on PancakeSwap, one of the 
leading decentralized exchanges on the Binance Smart 
Chain (BSC). Users can easily acquire, trade, and participate 
in staking the token there.

Staking Options: Token holders can stake their Cannfinity 
Tokens for various periods to earn attractive returns. The 
staking rewards are structured as follows:

30 days: 5% 90 days: 7% 180 days: 10% 365 days: 12% 




